WASHING ACCESSORIES
Increase Your Pressure Washing Speed with Accessories

HYDRO TEK

ROTARY SURFACE CLEANERS
Hydro Twisters® are industrial flat-surface cleaners that connect to a pressure washer
and use a spray bar rotating at a high speed just above the ground to clean concrete more
consistently and faster than an operator with a wand, with less fatigue. A surface cleaner
uses much less water than a hose wash down. Hydro Twister surface cleaners can be used
with cold water or up to 250ºF hot water, on some models, for extra stubborn grease or
grime, eliminating the need for soap pretreatment in most applications.
The Hydro Twister® Advantage...
• Low Profile Deck: Will fit under benches & machinery
• Less Fatigue: Handle is mounted at an ideal working angle
• Hose is protected inside stainless steel handle (except hoop handles)
• Rustproof, stainless deck / handle and heavy duty for daily use
• Brush guard to reduce splash on building windows and operator
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driveways, drive-thrus
patios, garages
concrete sidewalks
school yards
factory & warehouse
restroom floors
food processing floors
service stations
concrete parking lots
pool decks
sport courts
roofs & decks
loading docks
tile flooring
stadiums
marina docks
moss & mildew removal

The TRIDENT HYDRO TWISTERS® clean more
square footage than others in their class. The
proprietary aluminum spray arm with compound
angled nozzles not only clean up to the edge but
also push water aside to create more impact on the
surface they clean. All stainless, rustproof deck and
handle construction will keep your surface cleaner
working and looking great for years.
Trident Hydro Twisters come in two deck sizes, 24” and 28”, and your choice of mobility.
Choose the caster version with three non-marking casters that allow the operator to freely
move side to side or forward. Handle is free floating and folds flat for storage. The high
pressure hose is protected inside the stainless handle tubing, ready for you to connect
the pressure washer trigger gun.
If you are looking for a pressure adjustment feature to wash more delicate surfaces or
are cleaning large areas, choose the fixed rear wheel
option. A front non-marking caster paired with two
large, airless tires reduce fatigue when working in
straight lines. Dial up or down the pressure as needed
from the hoop handle which folds down for carrying or
storage.
Models: Choose your deck size and mobility
• 24” deck, 2 nozzles on spray arm, 3 casters
Model# ANT24
• 28” deck, high flow swivel, 4 nozzle spray bar with
optimized thrust angle, 3 casters
Model# ANT28
•

24” deck, 2 nozzles on spray arm, two airless rear
wheels with hoop handle
Model# ANT25
• 28” deck, high flow swivel, 4 nozzle spray bar with
optimized thrust angle, two airless rear wheels with
hoop handle
Model# ANT29

The CONTRACTOR HYDRO TWISTER® is the proven choice for
professional surface cleaning...with four tools for your cleaning needs.
The Contractor Twister combines a rotary surface cleaner, spot / gum
remover, hydro broom, and an edger to create an all-in-one deluxe
surface cleaner. The dual trigger guns activate either the rotary spray
arm or one of the other three on-board tools. By combining four
processes into one unit, you will save time and fatigue when cleaning
large expanses of concrete, parking lots or other flat surfaces. The
secret that makes the Contractor Hydro Twister so effective is the ideal
water spray angles and nozzle heights that optimize cleaning power.
Model# ANT4C

The under-deck spot remover
uses a “six-shooter” nozzle
to blast away gum or paint.
Caster pivot lock allows the
operator to choose to lock
casters for use in straight lines or
unlock for cleaning side-to-side.

An onboard edging tool cleans close to planters, columns,
and walls or use the water broom to rinse a large area

Choose the Hydro Twister with the deck and nozzle size that accommodates your pressure washer

Max. recommended psi
Max. flow (w/larger nozzle)
Min. recommendations
Standard nozzles (15°)
Water temperature
Deck size

ANT24

ANT25

ANT29

ANT28

ANT4C

5000

4000

4000

4000

4000

6

6

10

10

10

3000psi / 3gpm

3000psi / 3gpm

5.5 gpm

5.5 gpm

5.5 gpm

2) #2.7

2) #2.7

2)ea #1 & #2

2)ea #1 & #2

2)ea #1 & #2

cold to 210°F

cold to 210°F

cold to 250°F

cold to 250°F

cold to 250°F

24”

24”

28”

28”

28”

Other

High flow, high temperature swivel

Deck construction
Handle/frame construction
Wheel style

Round stainless deck, brush splash guard
Stainless, wishbone

Stainless, hoop handle,
w/adjustable pressure valve

3 non-marking casters

1 caster & 2 airless rear tires

Stainless octagon, brush
splash guard
Stainless, wishbone handle, trigger gun
(dual guns on ANT4C)

3 non-marking casters

4 non-marking casters

WATER RECOVERY SURFACE CLEANERS
The Twister Vac is a unique rotary surface
cleaner with wash water recovery capability.
Imagine how efficient you will clean without
the hassle of having to do a final rinse or
containing wastewater runoff. Using a Twister
Vac with your existing hot water mobile wash
skid, you will be able to clean flat surfaces
up to 20,000 sq. ft. per hour, plus recover
your wash water all in one simple step when
you connect to a Hydro Vacuum® recovery
system.
Stainless construction, 30” deck with brush
splash guard. Requires minimum 100cfm/
91”lift vacuum source, 2” vacuum hose, and a
pressure washer. Suitable for use on greasy
factory floors, concrete parking lots and
drive-thru areas, gas stations and garages.
Model# ANTV5

4000 / 5.5 Max. recommended psi/flow
6 gpm Max. flow (w/larger nozzle)
3000 / 4.8 Min. recommended psi/flow
2) #2.7 nozzles, 15°
cold to 200°F
30” deck (22” cleaning path)
Stainless octagon deck, brush splash guard,
floating handle, trigger gun, 4 non-marking casters

For additional Mobile Wastewater Solutions, ask your dealer for the Hydro Vacuum® product line.

HOSE REELS
Stainless steel for the price of painted steel.
The Hydro Tek hose reels are made with rust-proof stainless & zinc plated steel to withstand harsh environments.

Part #

Max.
Temp.

Capacity

Max.
PSI

Type

AR100

250°F

150’ of ⅜”

3500

narrow-base mount, friction brake

AR150

400°F

150’ of ⅜”

5000

narrow-base mount, friction brake

AR110

250°F

250’ of ⅜”

3500

large-base mount, pop-pin brake

AR151

400°F

250’ of ⅜”

5000

large-base mount, pop-pin brake

AR152

cold

150’ of ⅝”

inlet

large-base mount, pop-pin brake

AR188

400°F

100’ of ⅜”

5000

wall mount to 16” stud width

AR188

If you are looking for a wall mount hose reel or a
base mount reel for mounting almost anywhere,
Hydro Tek universal mount reels are right for
you. These reels are shipped fully assembled,
ship quick, and are proudly made in the USA

AR110, AR151, AR152
Hose & gun
sold separately

AR100, AR150

(approx:16”lx19”wx18”h) (approx:16”lx13”wx18”h)

Need a pivoting hose reel? Look at
the AR425. The stainless reel has a
capacity of 150’ x 3/8”, 5000psi, 400°
and is designed to mount on tubing
with the enclosed clamp, or can be
mounted on a wall. The reel has a
friction brake for adjusting the drag
depending on your job. It will pivot a
full 360 degrees or you can slide the
pin to lock the rotation where needed.

Stacking Hose Reels
Two stainless hose reels attached to
a sturdy powder coated steel frame
that conveniently bolts down to any
flat surface. Ships in two boxes,
ships quick & made in the USA
Two configurations to choose from:
Part# AR325 has reel capacities of
250’ x 3/8”, 5000psi, 400° paired
with a 150’ inlet reel.
Part# AR326 has reel capacities of
250’ x 3/8”, 5000psi, 400° paired
with another of the same.

HOSES
Smooth rubber pressure
washer hose with M22
screw couplings and bend
protectors.
Max 3000psi
and 140ºF. For use with
homeowner/consumer/light
duty pressure washers.
50’ x 1/4” Part# DH426

Heavy duty, silicone-free
inlet garden hose with
heavy duty brass fittings
on both ends.
100’ x 5/8” Part# AG100

The ⅜” high pressure hoses are available
in 3000psi, 4000psi, and 6000psi, lengths
of 50’ or 100’ and include bend protectors
and couplers.
Part #

Temp.

Length

psi

DH050

250°F

50’

3000

DH095

250°F

100’

3000

DH057

250°F

50’

4000

DH097

250°F

100’

4000

DH060

250°F

50’ non-marking

6000

double wire braid

DH098

250°F

100’ non-marking
double wire braid

6000

BULK TANKS
Hydro Tek’s custom bulk water tanks are made from seamless linear
polyethylene. Tanks include a large 10” fill lid. The 200 gallon tank is self
supporting, while cages or strapping are recommended on larger tanks
to keep shape when full. Tanks are available in black or white.
You won’t need to create a tie down strap, we’ve done it already.
The Hydro Tek steel hold down straps are fabricated to
fit these tanks securely. Simply bolt straps down to
your flat trailer. Two straps required per tank.
TANKS
Part# WT069, 70g, black (48”x25”x13”)
Part# WT201, 200g, white (48”x29”x34”)
Part# WT202, 200g, black (48”x29”x34”)
Part# WT265, 270g, white (48”x34”x41”)
Part# WT267, 270g, black (48”x34”x41”)

HOLD DOWN STRAPS
Part# HCS20, for 200g tank, stainless
Part# HTS34, for 270g tank, stainless
Part# HTS35, holds two 270g tanks

SPOT FREE
Connect this DI water filter cart to your existing cold water power washer (up to 3gpm) for spot free washing
or connect to a low pressure hose for low flow, unpressurized spot free rinsing. More compact and portable
than others on the market, a stainless steel frame encloses and protects the built-in filter housings. Simply
insert a Hydro Tek filter pack to remove the impurities from tap water for a spot free finish without having to
dry the surface. Quick read meter monitors the water quality to let you know when it is time to change the
filters. System designed to conserve water flow and increase filter life.
Model# CWD00
The Hydro Tek Spot Free Advantage...
• On-demand DI water: no more bottle leases, bulky bottle storage, or running
out of pre-purchased DI water
• Ideal for auto, RV, boat, bus, truck, or window washing.
• Hydro Tek DI filter packs have a high yield and produce ultra pure water.
(Treats up to 1000 gallons to a purity of 5ppm or better in average tests,
when inlet TDS is 150ppm or less)

HOT WATER GENERATORS
Do you already own a cold water pressure washer but wish it had hot water?
Attach a Hot Link to your existing cold water pressure washer and you have the
power of hot water to quickly melt away grease and grime.
The Hot Link system allows you the flexibility of using hot water on those stubborn
jobs such as grease, gum, or graffiti that require the impact of hot water to get the job
done right. It will save you money by getting the job done faster, and you do not have
to buy a new pressure washer if you already have a cold water system. Its compact
size allows for easy storage when not in use and takes up little room on your truck
or trailer.
You can choose from two diesel heated, electric powered models.
• 12v DC for remote use, hook to the battery on your pressure washer
(requires 14 amp charging system)
Part# CPHL5DC
• 115v, plugs into any standard 15 amp outlet
Part# CPHL5E1

WANDS & SPECIALTY APPLICATIONS
Heavy duty spray wands include insulated lance grips for both protection from heat and comfortable two handed use.
Part# AVW40, 42” stainless steel dual lance wand
Part# AVWA3, 42” stainless steel dual lance wand with gun and coupler
Adjustable pressure at the wand or use for downstream soap applications.
Includes soap nozzle
Part# AVGH2, 48” spray wand with coupler and trigger gun
Convenient nozzle storage at your fingertips
Part# AVGH3, 48” spray wand, coupler, trigger gun, nozzle holder
Need to pressure wash up high? Reach it safely from the ground with Hydro Tek’s High Reach Wash
Pole. It offers additional control and rigidity not found with telescopic wands. Uses trigger gun from
your wash skid, no need to turn off wash skid or change guns. Our maximum ratings are 4500psi
and 250°F (while other brands are rated only to 195°F). The Hydro Tek high reach wash pole
includes a comfort brace gun holder, full length jumper hose, three sections of 6’ poles, spray head
attachment, and also includes shoulder strap (Gun holder will hold Hydro Tek VG200 and Suttner
ST1500 trigger guns.) Part# AVW20, High Reach Wash Pole

No need to turn off pressure washer to change wands! Hydro Tek
washer gun (or Suttner ST1500)snaps easily into gun bracket.

Clean the undercarriage of trucks, boats, and farm equipment
with the Undercarriage Washer. Attach this accessory to
a hot or cold pressure washer (up to 210°F) to effortlessly
remove grime from the underside of vehicles and equipment.
If you need to clean concrete, simply reverse the casters
and flip the deck over to be used as an efficient flat surface
cleaner. Rust resistant, stainless steel construction, with
an aluminum spray bar, to ensure a long life of use even
in corrosive environments.
24” deck width, 7” clearance
height needed, max 5000psi, 6gpm
Part# ANTUN

For removing dirt and grime from a underneath
a vehicle, reach for a Hydro Tek undercarriage
wand with casters (#AVUN1). Simply attach
the wand to your power washer gun, insert your
quick connect nozzle and roll under vehicle. The
undercarriage wand is also ideal for cleaning under
boat trailers and motor homes.
Part# AVUN1

Looking for an industrial chemical sprayer / tank system? The Hydro Tek low pressure chemical sprayer
runs off a 12v battery or can be wired directly to a Hydro Tek wash skid battery and has lighted on/off
switch. The rugged frame can be mounted to your existing flat trailer or truckbed, or factory installed on
your new ProTowWash® trailer. Includes 50’ braided chemical hose, spray wand and 40 gallon chemical
tank. Part# AC440

To blast off paint, rust, scale, or graffiti try wet sandblasting. The Wet Sandblast
nozzle draws sand or even baking soda into the water stream. The standard sandblast
assembly features an industrial sand blast head, 50’ crush proof PVC sand hose, and
a sand probe that will draw directly out of a bag or pail (#ASB55 has 5.5 nozzle size,
other sizes available). Baking soda can be used for more delicate jobs such as pool
tile cleaning and other sensitive surfaces.

SPECIALTY SPRAYING SYSTEMS
The Low Impact, High Reach Spraying System is a soft wash system ideal for cleaning surfaces
that are not tolerant to the impact of a high pressure washer. Simply drop the chemical hose into your
tank of solution, even Chlorine, and you are ready to go. Reach rooftops and walls from the ground up
to 40’ without the use of ladders saving time and increasing worker’s safety. It uses two 6 volt batteries
and is compact making this a great addition to your wash rig. Includes 250’ hose on stainless reel,
trigger gun valve and 24” wand.
Part# AC110

Need to clean a dirty roof? Attach this Roof Cleaner to a hot or cold
pressure washer (up to 175°F) to remove algae, mildew, and dirt streaks
from a roof. Constructed of rust resistant stainless steel with an aluminum
spray bar to ensure a long life of use, even in corrosive environments.
Includes a pressure reduction valve, pressure gauge, non-marking wheels,
and a ball valve to shut off water. Wheel width and height are adjustable,
without tools, for maximum impact on a variety of roof styles.
24” deck width, Max 4000psi, 6gpm
Part# ANTR1

WATER RECOVERY ACCESSORIES
Turn your pressure washer into a sludge, slurry or water evacuation tool.
Pressure energy of spray from pressure washer wand creates suction that pulls
water, up to 87gpm, through a heavy wall discharge hose. The Hydro Tek muck
scupper connects to existing ¼” pressure washer wand quick connect coupler, no
other tools required. Ideal for clean out of sump pits, draining a fountain or pond,
and flood cleanup.
Part# ANS04 or ANS55
►►For a video, scroll down at: http://www.hydrotek.us/accessories-video/

Protecting storm drains from wash water run-off is important to mobile wash contractors. Using berms
is the simplest way redirect wastewater. To contain and recover the wash water, arrange sand tube
berms (available in 2’, 6’, 10’) and place a vacuum scupper attachment or Hydro Vacuum Arch (#ATP40)
to vacuum the water run-off.
Hydro Vacuum Arch
Part# ATP40

2’ gutter berms,
# ZMAT2 & scupper

Scupper, #ZMAT6 10’ berm,
& #ZMAT7 6’ deluxe berm

WATER & FLOOD RECOVERY VACUUMS
See additional Hydro Vacuum® wastewater solutions products at
http://www.hydrotek.us/water-recycle-and-recovery-systems-video/
Capture and transfer up to 3000 gallons of water per hour with the compact RPV vacuum
system. Features a powerful, industrial 2-stage vacuum motor. A heavy duty, stainless steel
pump transfers wastewater up to 100’ away while vacuuming continues…no need to stop and
dump the collection tank. It is ideal for interior and exterior facilities maintenance contractors
who need to collect wash water or for restoration contractors who need to pick up large volumes
of water after a fire or flood. Increase your efficiency with optional vacuum tools or even a
Twister Vacuum that can be used with Hydro Tek recovery vacuums. (For use with cold water or
hot water up to 200°F)
Looking for a high powered dry/shop vacuum? Add the
optional dry work filter and vacuum accessories to your RPV
and you have an incredibly high powered dry vacuum. Ideal for
a building service contractor or a professional auto detailer.

Model# RPV30E1 - Recover and transfer 30gpm
115v, 15amp or 3500w generator
Model# RPV50E1 - Recover and transfer 50gpm
115v, 20amp or 5500w generator
Optional portability available: Choose either a
caster wheel kit or a dolly style wheel kit

The Engine Driven Water Vacuum is a
powerful water capture and transfer system.
The vacuum/blower is gas engine driven
and the transfer pump can be plugged into
any Hydro Tek SC or SCU pressure washer
generator, no outside power needed! (You
can plug into a wall outlet or 2000w generator,
too).
Each separation tank has an automatic
transfer system which pumps the water out to
your bulk tank, landscape, or sanitary sewer
where permitted, without loss of suction or
lost time dumping tanks. The RGV Hydro
Vacuum® is capable of one or two pickup
devices, up to 350’ total hose length up to 25gpm. It is ideal for facilities maintenance contractors who need to collect wash water
or for restoration contractors who need to pick up water after a fire or flood. (For use with cold water or hot water up to 200°F)
Model# RGV40 - Recover and transfer up to 25gpm from up to 350’ of pickup hose
		
Gas Engine pickup, 115v, 15amp powered transfer (compatible with 2000w or Hydro Tek wash skid generator)

See most accessories in action at:
http://www.hydrotek.us/accessories-video/
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